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In last weeks Company guidance, A Shared
Vision, we began to outline the implications of
putting solar panels on the Israel - Palestine
border wall. As first mentioned the potential
impact of this solution is significant. 708
kilometers or 440 miles of solar panels at only 10ft
in height at .12 cents / kWh, and only on one side of the wall has the ability to generate approximately
50Trillion kWh/ year or $65Billion dollars worth of energy per year. With the value war in Syria drawing to a
close Israel has an opportunity to shift the dialogue of the region toward one of reciprocity and stability. It is
expected that Syria will be participating in a unified vision of the Middle East, in line with the Saudi Vision
2030, but will face several obstacles of which will be energy. However, before we can begin to discuss
exporting energy from the Israel - Palestine border wall to Syria, we must address Palestine. In some
instances Israel has only supplied Palestine with four hours of energy per day. This circumstance is
unfortunately not well received by the international community. So how can we fix this problem? How can
we change the perception of Israel in the Middle East in such a way that allows it to align with the unified
vision? Providing Palestine with energy at a substantially reduced price from the Israel - Palestine border wall
could be a useful precondition to opening negotiations with Syria, and the broader region. With U.N.
resolution 181(II) 1947 drawing to a successful close Israel is entering a new phase of stability requiring
adaptation. This requires a new way of thinking, and with any type of change sometimes taking a bold new
step toward co-creation may feel uncomfortable. $65Billion
dollars of new energy revenues can go a long way to bridge
divisions in not only helping Israel maintain energy prices,
but create new regional trade agreements offsetting the price
of imported goods such as pharmaceuticals. Creating this
type of balance could potentially allow Israel to also export its
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very well structured heath care system to other
Countries in the region. In other words,
changing the regional perception of Israel
through the solar wall could potentially open
trade opportunities with new allies, which
could lead to welcoming Israel's health care
system with open arms across the region.
Sometimes walls built from misunderstanding
can be a hidden solution to regional stability.
Unlocking the potential of these solutions
requires a diverse evolving regional perspective. The implementation of the potential plan is fairly straight
forward. Israel publicly announcing the implementation if the solar wall along with reduced energy prices
for Palestine will create the regional conditions necessary for further collective healthcare negotiation. If
each Country acts independently of the other regarding imports, in this instance pharmaceuticals, the
individual consumer ends up paying higher costs. In the interest of a shared vision for the Middle East,
using the solar wall as a precondition, Israel has the opportunity to shape a new dialogue around a Middle
Eastern Union. This Middle Eastern Union would mirror the
European Union, but with distinct differences in vision. Moving
forward, the narrative of the Middle Eastern Union would provide
Israel a continuing sterling opportunity to redirect when needed
resolving value regional currency debt disputes, and imbalances as
seen with the Iraqi dinar. In this context Israel shifts its role in the
region to one of economic leadership founded upon the energy of
goodwill. This would allow Israel to significantly change its perception
in the Middle East setting forth a framework for the Middle Eastern
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Union creating broad regional demand for its health care system. From a
humble and modest beginning of implementing the solar wall Israel
opens itself up for a more dynamic contribution to a unified vision of the
Middle East through the formation of the Middle Eastern Union. This is
not a solution that will resolve regional disputes overnight, but rather
sets forth a long term strategy for regional assimilation. The Middle
Eastern Union will provide a path toward new treaties further shaping
the dialogue of regional stability. In this context, future treaties as well as
their national identities should be inherent in their fundamental
structures bridging political and constitutional constructs inclusive of regional and local self-government.
Middle Eastern Union Member States shall respect each others essential State functions, including
ensuring the territorial integrity of the State, maintaining law and order and safeguarding Middle Eastern
Union national security. With this type co-creative evolution in dialogue the former strategy of
leveraging disputes through traditional value redirection for economic stability becomes marginalized
placing mutual regional interests ahead of obsolete Western ideals. In the advent of emerging
Technological Singularity Economic Equilibrium it is especially important to shape a path toward the
formation of a Middle Eastern Union type construct as the international communities vision on Israel Palestine disputes becomes increasingly clear. Implementing the solar wall allows Israel to preemptively
shift its perception in the Middle East to one of strategic inclusion creating a more dynamic dialogue
around issues that have once been considered to be mired
in an indefinite obsolete value impasse. The Company
remains committed to the Middle East peace process
by supplementing positive dialogue with innovation
evolving a co-creative economic backdrop.
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